Total Active Alumni with Preferred Address in Region: 4,423
Total MBA/EMBA Alumni: 4,226
Total Reunion Year Alumni (Including Platinum Classes): 1,120

Alumni Club Leaders:
- Alumni Club of the Bay Area: Ethan Than ’16: tthan16@gsb.columbia.edu
- Alumni Club of Los Angeles: Jaya Boppana ’07: jboppana07@gsb.columbia.edu
- Alumni Club of Orange County: Anthony Agoni ’89: aagoni89@gsb.columbia.edu
- Alumni Club of San Diego: Alan Hoffmanner ’87: ahoffmanner87@gsb.columbia.edu

CBS Board Members in the Region: 7
- Andrew F. Barth ’85
- Devon Briger ’99
- Jamie Kern Lima ’04
- Paulo Lima ’04
- John K. Martin Jr. ’94
- Jake Reynolds ’97
- Sheldon Stone ’78
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